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Our Stories...
Roslyn Snyder
In 1969 atop a granite outcrop overlooking the place
Australian Aboriginal Dreamtime calls the beginning of time
Roslyn sensed something profound an underlying pattern
to life, all life. Physicists would describe this pattern as
a quantum chaotic system or meta-pattern; the one
pattern that everything is derived from. A pattern which
unifies everything, a pattern or theory of nature based in
universal principles. Roslyn knows and understands this
pattern. Her purpose in life is to share this with the world
through her work, books, workshops, charts and art. She
established W.I.S.D.O.M in your life in 1999.

Roslyn presenting her work
at International Congress of
Psychology 2008 in Berlin

Shaun Nannup
Shaun met Roslyn in 2002. Shaun worked tirelessly in
community based roles and was completely burnt out
from the 24/7 nature of this work. He was suicidal and
had sat in front of the television for three years. Although
having a strong connection to land and culture Shaun was
lacking a connection within and through Roslyn’s work
he was able to establish this connection to himself and
develop his own strengths. Since 2009 Shaun has been
working with Beth and Roslyn to bring healing to aboriginal
communities and reconciliation to Australia. Shaun is a
driven and compassionate person with a unique ability to
create opportunities for healing and connection through
his inspirational storytelling and art.

Beth Jackson

Shaun and Beth 2010
Through sharing wisdom we free our minds; through giving
and receiving love and compassion we free our hearts;
through fun and laughter our spirits soar; through hope we
unlock infinite possibilities.
Conversely, holding onto knowledge, living with fear and
despair we create a trapped, angry society that judges and
criticises everyone and everything. We have a choice!

Beth is a champion for real community engagement and
genuine community development and met Roslyn at one
of her workshops in 2003. Having witnessed the impact of
this workshop on those present both at individual, group
and community level Beth decided to base her Doctoral
thesis on the theoretical underpinnings of Roslyn’s work.
Beth was instrumental in the further development of
quantum chaotic consciousness and has a passion for
applying this to groups, workplaces and communities,
thus engineering systems which strengthen and promote
humanity.

A life without fear, judgement and criticism A life with love,
acceptance and compassion Is the life we choose. What
do you choose?

Together we bring inspiration for doing things differently
and transformation through empowered connections.

What is your vision, your mission, your purpose and your
work? Does it fit with our vision, mission, purpose and
work?

Continue to judge, criticise or simply ignore or dare to
dream, hope and take a leap of faith and become part of
the revolution to reclaim humanity.
Through interdepence and collaboration we can all work
together to create a world with freedom, peace and love
for all. It is time....

View Shaun’s paintings, view Roslyn’s poster and read
Beth’s Doctoral thesis, at www.wisdominyourlife.com.au

We acknowledge and thank everyone who have participated in our work and the art featured that awakens the senses.
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W.I.S.D.O.M in Your Life
Simple, integrated and inclusive
A plan for humanity
Connected, integrated, interdependent, dynamic, complete, unique, robust INDIVIDUALS coming together to form,
connected, integrated, interdependent, dynamic, complete, unique, robust FAMILIES, GROUPS, WORKPLACES,
COMMUNITIES, GOVERNMENTS, COUNTRIES coming together to form connected, integrated, interdependent, dynamic,
complete, infinite, unique, robust WORLD together forming, connected, integrated, interdependent, dynamic, complete,
unique, robust INDIVIDUALS...
Human systems: BUSINESS, GOVERNMENT, EDUCATION, WELFARE, JUSTICE, HEALTH etc., also need to be connected,
integrated, interdependent, dynamic, complete, unique and robust to enhance humanity.

Our plan for humanity is based on quantum chaotic consciousness — integration of quantum physics, chaos theory and consciousness.
Quantum chaotic consciousness is a coherent theory (pattern) for science, arts and spirituality; derived from philosophy; based on scientific
principles and natural laws; with simple visual applications and tools (our products and services).

W.I.S.D.O.M in Your Life
PO Box 5289 Falcon Western Australia 6210
Phone: +61 8 97391185 Fax: +61 8 97391185
email: info@wisdominyourlife.com.au website: www.wisdominyourlife.com.au
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Science
Figure 3. The Triple World Triple Realm Nature of Life — Realm III Frame of
Reference, time, space and omneity is relative.

A Way of seeing....
Many scientists believe that
Quantum Chaos is the way the
world works.
Everything is believed to be
connected in a single metapattern. When we know the
pattern of these connections
we have quantum chaotic
consciousness
Roslyn Snyder (2008) knows
this pattern W.I.S.D.O.M in your
life has created step by step,
stage by stage experiences
to develop quantum chaotic
consciousness.

Scientifically Established Principles of Quantum Chaos.
Everything is connected in one pattern.
Everything has its place, purpose and nature.
Interdependent – everything is equally valuable.
Relational – connections between things are important
Self-organised – every part must maintain the integrity of the whole
Complete – nothing is left out
Fractal - the whole is within every part
Dynamic - constantly evolving
Infinite – it never ends
Non-linear – mathematical principle
Symmetrical – symmetrical in any of the multi-dimensions
Anchored at zero – mathematical principle
(Goerner, 1995; Gribbin, 2009; Field & Golubitsky, 2009; Pribram & Meade, 1999).

“And finally, in the human domain it means the coming together of science and spirituality ... Suddenly “science”
suggests that humankind is embedded in, and is part of, a vast interconnected process that created, and is still
creating, all the intricate order we see about us and the order we have yet to envision. ” (Goerner, 1995 p 17).
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Spirituality
is the experience of quantum chaotic consciousness, the feeling of being connected to something bigger
than you, the feeling of belonging to the land, the feeling of being connected within your self and knowing
your place and purpose in the big picture.

Art
awakens the human senses to possibilities and is the communication of quantum chaotic consciousness.
Whether the art form is written, drawn, painted, played, danced, acted or photographed, it is about connection
and resonance.
Our work unifies science, arts and spirituality in simple integrated inclusive experiences to create a world with
freedom for all.
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Lack of connection violates these scientific/spiritual principles.
For humans, this is the road to destruction:
•

•

•

•

Life is simple; any amoeba lives. Humans have disconnected
from life so much, that in our modern society eating and 		
breathing is an issue (obesity, anorexia and asthma). A lesson for
everyone!
The human mind needs to be connected, evolving, and 		
expanded most education systems focus on providing 		
information chunks. A lesson for education!
Chronic disease, either physical or mental, is a result of violating
these principles at any level, dna, genes, individual, group or the
world. A lesson for health!
Natural disasters are a result of the self-organisation of Earth. A
lesson for the insurance sector!

Lack of equality violates these scientific/spiritual principles.
For humans, this is the road to destruction:
•
•
•

Anyone who acts/believes they are better than or more 		
important than someone else
Anyone who acts/believes they are less than someone else;
Any form of discrimination

Lack of interdependence violates these scientific/spiritual
principles.
For humans, this is the road to destruction:
•
•
•
•

Human beings who take more than they need;
The concept of us and them; destroy the interdependence of
life. A lesson for everyone!
People who judge, criticise or condemn other people;
The concept of rights without responsibility;

It is time to see how your
actions and decisions affect the
intricate order of life

Freedom is a state of
mind, a state of being and
a state of choice. Freedom
comes from living without, living
within and choosing these two
states. Too many people live
beyond and this creates a
disconnect.

Instead of wishing for 20% more
use 20% less and you will always
have enough.

The closer you are to life, the
more joy you have. Even if others
see you as close to death.
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Peace on earth will occur when
enough people know, live and act as
‘one of one’

If we follow the scientific principles of quantum chaos; people and the planet would not isolate, fragment or disintegrate. Indigenous
societies lived quantum chaotic principles. While we cannot go back, we need to evolve and have simple, integrated and inclusive
ways of living. We can learn from each other.

How?
A plan for humanity

Unifying
individuals, families, workplaces and
communities
science, arts and spiritualiy
all that we know while leaving space
for all that we don’t

Creating

Healing

		

an integrated,
connected, interdependent,
dynamic, complete,
		
unique robust world
for all things.

		
		

individuals, families,
workplaces and
communities
transgenerational trauma
e.g. war, genocides,
stolen generation, death,
abuse, trauma and
accidents

Loving

Sharing

yourself and others
expanding humanity
through universal love

the plan
how the world works

Learning
to grow internally
to connect everyday
to live as ‘one of one’ in harmony
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W.I.S.D.O.M in Your Life

A Way of the Future...
A Way of Seeing....
		

A Way Forward....

			

A Way of Connecting....

				A Way Through...
Simple, Integrated and Inclusive Learning Experiences.
We learn and grow from experience.
By doing things as opposed to simply listening or reading we integrate our learning.
Our training experiences provide a series of integrated and inclusive simple
experiences resulting in profound learning.
We use a range of art/music/stories/ to create experiences for people to connect.
We provide customised workbook for participants.
Some topics can be emotionally challenging they are explored with wisdom, fun,
laughter and love.
We provide knowledge, skills and practical ever yday solutions.
Our facilitators have unique knowledge, skills and abilities to create a space for
participants to get what they need from the workshop.
We provide infinite possibilities.

W.I.S.D.O.M in your life is a social business. Our profits
go to supporting disadvantaged communities and
individuals empower themselves to take responsibility
for their own lives. Creating interdependence NOT
dependence. For more information on social business
see Creating a world without poverty: social business
and the future of capatilism by Muhammond Yusef.
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A Way Forward...

We need a critical mass of leaders, drawn from business, government, economic, science, arts, community, spiritual and
education with quantum chaotic consciousness so they see how their actions, decisions, policies and laws affect the
intricate order of the universe and can lead us down a path of creation not the path of destruction, we are currently on. Be
part of this revolution!

Experiencing Quantum Chaotic Consciousness.
Comprehensive five day program
Giving people an experience of how life works
Learn the hidden patterns of life that are responsible for all the intricate order we see around us.
Understand your role and your responsibility
by
Experiencing the connections, within, between and surrounding yourself.

Register your interest today!
Details at www.wisdominyourlife.com.au

Introductory price $10,000/per person.
For more information on leadership see Alistair Mant’s book Intelligent Leadership.
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Our goal is to have 20% of
people living at the centre of
their lives by 2020.
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Take the first step today and
find a way through...
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The centre of your life is
your ‘place’. No one else
can occupy your ‘place’ it is
unique to you.
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$28.00

Journey to the centre of your life - the map
Using simple words and pictures ‘the map’ is a way
through to the centre of your life. How long it takes
depends on how far from the centre you are.

CHARTS

The Map
Postcard size
A4 (21 x 30cm) laminated colour map
A3 (30 x 42cm) laminated colour map
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$2ea
$16.50
$22.00
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Everything is connected.
We need to connect within
oursleves
so
that
we
become integrated, unified
and congruent. Leading to
strength.
Take the first step today and
find a way of connecting
within...
Our goal is to have 20% of
people connected within by
2020.

BOOK

$28.00

Journey to the centre of your life - your compass
Using simple words and pictures ‘your compass’ is
a way of connecting within.

CHARTS
Compass
A4 (21 x 30cm) laminated colour compass $16.50
A3 (30 x 42cm) laminated colour compass $22.00
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Map Learning Experiences

The Map is the emotional landscape of human
life and while appearing simple and easy to
understand the Map allows us to reframe
what we know and is the doorway to quantum
chaotic consciousness. Journeying through the
Map allows you to reach the centre of your life
or ‘your Place’.
As the map is a quantum chaotic pattern,
it’s applications are infinite. ‘The map’ can
be applied for building strong and robust
businesses, communities and individuals;
or healing trauma in individuals, families,
communities and business; or developing
leadership within business, community, families
and individuals; or the health of businesses
and communities. The map has been used for
business planning, for development programs
for young sporting champions and for business
re-structure. The map can be built upon or
tailored to many different situations.

Experience The Map - A comprehensive
experience.
We take you on a journey through all parts of the
map and allow you to slowly absorb the Map.
This process allows the integration and unity
across conscious and unconscious learning
AND right and left hemisphere of the mind. By
experiencing the map you will make sense of
your own life and those of the people around
you. The map teaches a process that allows
people to anchor to themselves while giving
them space to do this.

Options.

Two day non-residential experience
(9am to 4.30pm)
from $660/person
Two day residential experience
(9am to 4.30pm)
from $1,100/person

The map teaches a process that allows people to anchor to themselves while giving them space to do this.
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Compass Learning Experiences
Your compass is an integration process, each person,
business or group is unique with a core that is a blueprint
for life. Once the core of the person, business or group is
integrated everything else falls into place around this. Also
the compass is a process for integrating learning, and
understanding how life works in a holistic way.

Connect your compass
This two day connection allows you the time and space to
connect all that you know and find out who you are, not who
you think you are or who other people think you are. Helps
you unify, integrate and consolidate your life so far. These
principles can then be applied to businesses, groups and
education programs.

Options.

Two day non-residential experience
(9am to 4.30pm)
from $660/person
Two day residential experience
(9am to 4.30pm)
from $1,100/person

Comprehensive Training
Days 1 and 2
Experience - the map
		from $660/person
Day 3 and 4
Connect your compass
		from $660/person
Day 5		
Connecting the Map and Your
		
Compass to Quantum Chaotic
		
Consciousness and the
		underlying theory
		
from $330/person

Our Goal is to have one person in
every business comprehensively
trained.
Our goal is to have each business/
community group be unified and
integrated to stop people falling
through the cracks.

Day 6 		
Applications of the map and compass
		
for community development, business,
		
education, clinical practice, self care
		and integration,
		from $330/person
		
Training allows people to use the resources
		
in their own lives. To run workshops for
		
others requires an Intellectual
		Property License.
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Your life journey!
Strong connected individuals create strong
connected groups or families which create
strong connected communities and businesses
which then create strong connected individuals.
This begins with you.

WORKBOOK

Stuck! 20, 000 leagues from the centre of your life
150 simple activities to take you through ‘the map’
and connect ‘your compass’. Do on your own or in a
group.					$80.00

	
  

KIT Self repair tool kit.
A set of practical simple tools to take you to the centre of
your life and connect within. Start a personal life journey.
Work through the self repair tool kit in the privacy of
your own home and find your place in life and connect
within. 					
$150.00
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Our Goal: One in 100 people working through
a Self repair tool kit.

Start a Life Journey Group.
Take the journey to the centre of your life with others. As a group you meet regularly to work through the self repair tool kit.
Perhaps you belong to an already established group, perhaps a family group, a couple or you want to set up a new group.
The four steps are:

Step
1
		

Find 2 – 10 people (6 is ideal) who want to be part of a Life Journey Club. Select a regular time and day. Two
hours is best. Sessions can be held weekly, fortnightly or monthly.

Step 2

Purchase a Self repair tool kit for each member of the club. Discounts apply for orders of five or more kits.

Step
3
		

At the first session establish guidelines and decide on structure and organisation (details are in the club
pack).

Step
5
		

Have fun! Laugh at yourself and with others (not at others). This does not have to be a hard slog...
If you really want to make a difference this is a first step.

Our Goal: a Life Journey Club in every suburb of every city.
Our Dream: virtual Life Journey Clubs if you know how connect with us.
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A Way of Healing...
Since 1999 the map and your compass have
been used as tools to heal health problems.
Often with the most disengaged people in our
communities.
Our work has been used in award winning
projects, best practice in youth and Indigenous
mental health.
Independent evaluations and a psychology
thesis show the success of this work. Details
available at www.wisdominyourlife.com.au
Come and learn the knowledge, skills, and
techniques today.
Days 1 to 5

Experience the map, 		
Connect your compass, 		
Connect map 			
and compass to quantum
chaotic consciousness

Day 6

Clinical applications of the
map and compass.
From $550/person

Day 7

Masterclass healing 		
transgenerational trauma
(optional)

Our Goal is to have one in ten health professionals trained in quantum chaotic techniques.

Kit for Health Professionals

$195.00

Books:

Journey to the centre of your life - the map
Journey to the centre of your life - your compass
Stuck! 20,000 leagues from the centre of your life

Charts:
5 x postcard Maps
1 x A4 (21cm x30cm) Map
1 x A4 (21cmx30cm) Compass
1 x A4 (21cmx30cm) Shattered to Robust
1 x A2 (42 x 60cm) Map with treatment summaries
			

Emotionally
Emotionally
mentally
mentally
shattered
shattered
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Emotionally
Emotionally
mentally
mentally
ﬂat
flat

Emotionally
Emotionally
mentally
mentally
frail
frail

Emotionally
Emotionally
mentally
mentally
healthy
healthy

Emotionally
Emotionally
mentally
mentally
robust
robust

Additional opportunities for health professionals.
Consider investing in a license to run programs for people with serious chronic health conditions.

Copyright 2004 Roslyn Snyder

Order Form

Date 		 /

/

ABN 64 903 409 782
Books and Products by Roslyn Snyder
Details available www.wisdominyourlife.com.au

Sharing how life works by simple inclusive integrated experiences

Book

(all prices include GST)

Journey to the centre of your life – the map

$28 ea

Journey to the centre of your life – your compass

$28 ea

Stuck! 20,000 leagues from the centre of your life

$80 ea

No of copies

Total

Kits
Self repair tool kit

$150 ea

Practitioner’s Pack

$195 ea

Charts (All charts are in full colour and laminated)
Map A4 (21 x 30cm)

$16.50 ea

Map A3 (30 x 42cm)

$22 ea

Compass A4

$16.50 ea

Compass A3

$22 ea

Boat A4

$16.50 ea

Boat A3

$22 ea

Charts for professionals (includes treatment summaries)
Map A2 (42 x 60cm

$44 ea

Boat A2 (42 x 60cm)

$44 ea

Shattered to Robust A4

$10 ea

Postcards (15 x 10.5cm)
Map

$2 ea or 100 postcards for $100

Postage and Handling $15.00

Total

Name

Business Name

Postal Address
Email Address
Phone

Fax

I enclose my cheque or money order for: $
or charge my credit card

Visa

Master Card

Bankcard

My full number is _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Expiry date ___/___

Signature

FAX orders to (08) 9739 1185 Post orders to PO Box 5289 Falcon 6210 WA
Prices valid July 2013 and subject to change without notice. See www.wisdominyourlife.com.au for further information.
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Enrolment form

Date 		 /

/

ABN 64 903 409 782

Sharing how life works by simple inclusive integrated experiences Books and Products by Roslyn Snyder
Details available www.wisdominyourlife.com.au or Training calendar

(all prices include GST)
Learning Experiences for anyone			
Two facilitators		
Places limited to 25
Experience the Map
2 Days
from $660
Connect your compass
2 Days
from $660
*Connect map and compass to QCC
1 –day
from $330
*Applications of Map and compass
1 day
from $330
Comprehensive 6 days (all of above)
from $1800

Enrol
Now

Email
detail

Dates

(also first stage of Licensee training)

Residential training 			
XXX
Learning Experiences for Health Workers
Two facilitators
		
Experience the Map
2 Days
Connect your compass
2 Days
*Connect map and compass to QCC
1 –day
*Clinical Applications of Map and Compass1 day
*Masterclass transgenerational trauma 1 day

Comprehensive 7 day (all of above)

Places limited to 25
from $660
from $660
from $330
from $550
from $550
from $2500

(first stage of Licensee training for mental )

Residential training 			

XX

✽ Must have completed Experience the Map and Connect your compass

Experience Quantum Chaotic Consciousness 5 day
		
from $10 000

Total
Further Information 			

Post

Email

Phone

Please send me Licensee information booklet
Please send me Life Journey enrolment forms
Please contact me
I am interested in sponsorship
I am interested in learning experiences for my organisation
I am interested in

Name

Business Name

Postal Address
Email address
Phone

Fax

I enclose my cheque or money order for: $
or charge my credit card

Visa

Master Card

Bankcard

My full number is _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Expiry date ___/___
Signature
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FAX orders to (08) 9739 1185 Post orders to PO Box 5289 Falcon 6210 WA
Prices valid July 2013 and subject to change without notice. See www.wisdominyourlife.com.au for further information.

Total

Wanted: Rainbow hearted people to share this work.

Business Opportunities
Licensees: Licensees run their own business but are licensed to
deliver our workshops. Licensees can develop their own unique
niche; ideal for someone who has connections to a particular group
(e.g. teachers, business leaders, sporting clubs, trainers, health
workers, prisoners, etc.) or want to tailor program to suit a particular
issue (stress, leadership, team building, drug education, change
or self trancendence). Due to the nature of quantum chaos, each
licensee will find their place in our plan. Limited licenses are also
available for ‘not for profit’ organisations. Request an information
pack today.
W.I.S.D.O.M in your life facilitators: As an employee you facilitate
groups for us. We will empower you to develop an area of expertise
and eventually become a licensee. This is seen as a stepping stone
for those passionate people who are yet to find their own place
as a licensee. Opportunities are likely to be limited as we will not
compete with our licensees.

Volunteer Opportunities

Life Journey Group Co-ordinators: volunteer to have life journey groups in their suburbs or workplaces. Ideal for people
who want to build community connections while finding their place and connecting.

Sponsorship Opportunities

Due to quantum chaos principles, our sponsorship is shared three ways, the person/group pays one third of the fee,
sponsorship pays one third and W.I.S.D.O.M in your life pays (or discounts) one third. This is based on the power of three
and ensures a connected, interdependent, dynamic system that empowers people to take responsibility for their own lives
if the community deems that is an area they want to sponsor and if we can facilitate it. Our priority for sponsorship are
individuals, families and communities who cannot afford the costs, are disempowered but want to re-connect.

Some examples may include:

Person wanting a self repair tool kits. They pay $50, sponsor pays $50 and we pay $50.
Person attending ‘map’ workshop. They pay $220, sponsor pays $220 and we pay $220.
A family of 6 wanting to heal their transgenerational trauma (6 -12 months). They pay $3,000, sponsor pays $3,000
and we pay $3,000. This includes 2 map workshops in their own home, plus a self repair tool kit each, plus a
couple of individual therapy sessions.
A transgenerational healing camp over 5 days in a bush setting.
Licensee training.

* Rainbow hearted people see uniqueness and value in everyone and everything.
They see possibilities and ways to do things
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